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Change of Plan: I was going to feature part 2 of the Durban Modular Railroaders 

story this month but have delayed it for a month to give someone else an opportunity 

on the soapbox. 

The main subject featured this month is dear to my heart not least because I am 

approaching three score years and ten. It was discussed in the February 2012 ‘Garden 

Railways’ a US publication whose title perfectly describes its target market. By way of 

background to the subject, below are the communications between the editor of Garden 

Railways and me in September 2011. 

“From time to time I see articles in magazines outlining a dilemma similar to the one I have. I 

am now in my late sixties and while not planning to depart this mortal coil in the immediate 

future, you just never know what is around the corner. I have been collecting model railway 

equipment, books and magazines for over fifty years and of course compared to some the 

total number of items is modest. But the collection means a lot to me. Virtually every piece 

has a story to tell from the O gauge clockwork Bassett-Lowke of 1927 which was obtained 

(not by me!) via collecting and exchanging cigarette coupons to my recently acquired 

Accucraft NG15 which came to this country as ‘hand luggage’! 

I have two children, neither of whom have the remotest interest in my model trains and it 

would be unfair to leave my very tolerant wife with the task of disposing of the collection. 

Besides I don’t want that – I don’t want it broken up. I would like it to be donated to a 

museum to be put on display. Sadly I am distrustful of the authorities in this part of the world 

(South Africa) to ensure the collection would be looked after so full of enthusiasm I 

investigated the National Rail Museum in York. What a wonderful place! It should be on 

every rail fan’s bucket list but York is not the place for my collection. There are boxes and 

boxes of items in storage which never see the light of day because there are plenty of others 

who think like me and with items which are more appropriate to the museum than mine.  
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So, what to do?” 

And now the response: 

“You've brought up some valid and concerning points. I think I have addressed this topic in a 

past editorial but I couldn't quickly lay my hands on it. Maybe it's time to look at it again, 

depressing though the subject might be. 

I've not heard of a good solution for what to do with your stuff. I've been thinning down my 

own locomotive collection, selling them piece by piece. Getting rid of your stuff this way is a 

lot of work and is very time consuming, even assuming you can find buyers. 

Your comments on donating complete collections to museums are all too true. Many would 

be delighted to get your collection -- so they could sell it and generate some cash flow. And 

even if they did keep it, exhibit space is always at a premium, as is plain old storage space. 

If you accompanied your gift with an endowment of a couple million for a new wing, that 

might ensure your collection's safety. 

Saddling one's children, when there is no interest, is also distressing. Here, we joke that 

when we are gone, our children will fight over our possessions -- the loser will have to take 

them. It's a tough problem. 

Some see our hobby as diminishing, and perhaps it is. If that's true, as we age, there will be 

an increasing glut of second-hand stuff on the market. Perhaps the only solution -- and it 

seems unrealistic -- is to revitalize the hobby somehow. How that's to be done remains a 

mystery.” 

And this from the USA! It is true that the print media has taken a hammering in the west from 

electronic alternatives but I was surprised at the almost defeatist comment about the state of 

the miniature live steam hobby in the US.  

The 16mm Society in the UK runs a scheme whereby nominated members assist with 

disposal of deceased members’ models. While not achieving my objective this scheme re-

circulates models to the community at fair prices. 

However unpalatable, there are lessons here: the one side of the coin is that one of the 

major factors in achieving a happy retirement is to have an interest or hobby so that you 

wake up every morning saying ‘I can’t wait to …….’ 

The flip side of that coin is firstly don’t leave it too long before you wind down your model 

collection, your workshop and your magazine/book library. Otherwise your wife and family 

may be left with a problem.  

Secondly compile an inventory of your collection with approximate valuations and a list of 

contacts with whom your family/executor can communicate and seek advice with respect to 

the disposal of your collection. (Editor’s wife: “are you listening to your own advice?!?”) 

I gain the impression from the responses received to the earlier editions of the Chronicles 

that the bulk of the readership comprises people on the north side of at least sixty but 

possibly even 65 so hopefully the comments above and below will strike a responsive chord 
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And now from Gary Smith, editor of Rider Magazine. 

Toy Trains and Things 

“David, you requested input for the “trains” newsletter that you have revived a year after the 

loss of Sheldon McGlone, so here is a speck of contribution. There is a paragraph or two of 

history, but the bulk of it will be dedicated to two wonderful new happenings that are 

gathering momentum as we speak. 

I am Gary Smith and was an unfortunate impressionable youngster working at Durban 

Corporation at 245 West Street  back in the days when Carl Pieters had “Track and Trestle” 

(or Rack and Pinion as it was fondly known)  in Salisbury arcade. Having played gently with 

trains and watched my elder brother build a N-scale layout in the past, I started spending 

lunch times at Carls shop and there had the misfortune to be introduced to, as you say, Der 

Furher himself, Uber-Kommandant  J C Everitt, and from there on, as they say in the 

classics, the rot set in. 

Yes, I was a worker drone labourer for that whole Hunter street club layout story and poured 

my heart and soul into that layout for that period of time, and of course drank myself to death 

when we had to eventually take the powersaws to it all. All the names like Alistair the 

Ballaster, Abbott and Costello, Sheldon, and the rest were part of that scene.  I was so 

disillusioned the evening when we divvied up who got what parts of the set, I didn’t want 

anything to do with any of it and just took my beloved Y6B loco and heavily weathered coal 

train and went home.  

Still neither deterred nor disillusioned by the setback, I then, with most of the other guys, 

transferred my attention and efforts to Johnny’s original home layout and spent quite some 

time there creating mountains and canyons and crevasses while the intelligent people were 

retrofitting Megawatt Park to his main yard.  But then Carl did his number and his layout 

went AWOL and that was a further blow to morale. Thereafter when Johnny moved house 

and that layout went south as well, there was very little incentive to persevere with a hobby 

that seemed intent on destroying everyone’s couple of years hard work every half dozen 

years or so.  

Life then became a bit gypsy existence as I spent a number of months in Europe, then some 

time in America, then 7 years back in Durban, then 2 years in California, then 9 years in 

Durban, then 5 years in England, and have now been 8 years in Midrand in Jo’berg and 

most recently 12 months in Yzerfontein aan die WesKus.  

During one of the times in California the whole train collection got swopped for the Texas 

state champions full Off-road radio controlled car setup and that hobby was pursued. Then I 

progressed to real car racing (actually winning the 1990 American class B saloon car title) 

and desert bike racing. The 8 years in Midrand have been a lost decade of life as far as 

hobbies were concerned as all I did was travel extensively around Africa for work and ended 

up not seeing my house for 4 months at a time. That put paid to any form of club activity type 

stuff. However back in Cape Town for the last year I am now playing with Slot-cars (grown 

up Scalextrics) with a club down here, and a recent visit to a friend’s house in Botha’s Hill, 

where he had a HO loco and some carriages on his desk, has reignited my interest in going 

toot-toot in garages again. 
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This of course has led to tri-ing aan with Der Furher this last Christmas time again during a 

Natal visit, visiting Rod Kincaid and seeing his layout and also Frank Graham’s magnificent 

setup. But this is now where the history ends and the future comes in.  

The first bit of the future is news of a new enthusiast, Ignatius Gouws up in Bothas Hill, who 

is a new breed of model railroader. He is just getting into the hobby but, being a newbie, is 

coming into a world that he only knows off, with full DCC, full smoke and speed related 

sounds, and he thinks it’s perfectly normal to run your whole layout with 7 trains moving on 

two main lines at one time all controlled by only one person from his cell phone.   With micro 

cameras in the engines relaying live pictures from the HO locos to plasma screens around 

the room. And ALL rolling stock, buildings, streets, cars, houses etc, ALL have full lighting 

with forward headlights and reversing lights changing automatically as direction changes etc 

etc etc. And of course all tender boxes and engine cabins have fire and lights in them too. 

What we used to dream of as imaginary stuff is just the normal standard to him. Also using 

computers to print superfine decal kits at home for ultra-detailing is just stuff that we couldn’t 

have imagined in our wildest thoughts back in those days. 

He doesn’t have a layout of his own yet but is doing a lot of work for other people 

refurbishing and fully lighting their rolling stock for them, in exchange for sometimes being 

allowed to drive a few engines around.  But the point is, his workmanship is excellent. I will 

try and attach some before and after pictures here of some locos that he has worked his 

magic on. As of writing he has taken 3 brass locos that have not worked or run for over a 

decade or so and redone them up to better than new condition for a hobbyist. Of course 

when they come back they have full nano-led lighting installed and working and all the rest.  

He is an electronics genius and perfectionist worker and would be a real genuine asset for 

any club to have.  

Which brings us neatly onto the next “New Development”.  A Durban club with a club layout. 

Now I am fully gung-ho again and also know of a few other people in the same boat. 

However, with the wisdom of experience, I am advising everyone against building a home 

layout for themselves.  

In the past 30 years I have seen so many sets with 45 years worth of labour put in that just 

don’t quite get finished before their owner departs this mortal coil, and then the whole Carl / 

Johnny analogue / Craig Hepburn story happens again. But also, I am advising anyone 

against getting involved in a club layout again UNLESS THIS TIME THE CLUB OWNS THE 

PREMISES OUTRIGHT.   

What happened with the Hunter street layout I have seen repeated in many other sports and 

hobbies over the past 3 decades, motor racing – Roy Hesketh, Alan Ford Stadium, Kings 

Park Oval, Slot Cars - Knysa, radio control planes losing airfields, microlights losing airfields 

(Cato Ridge), model yachting losing ponds, Go-kart tracks being turned into shopping malls, 

Skateboard parks becoming parking lots for Malls,  Hey, the Durban Ice Rink, Hammersdale 

MX track,…. all things being lost because of change of ownership, 99 year leases ending, 

property becoming more valuable for other purposes to the owners etc. etc. etc. All these 

things getting lost to enthusiasts because they, or their club, didn’t have the wisdom 50 

years ago to secure ownership of the premises.  
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And there are currently so many other scenarios that are on the edge of going, The Umgeni 

Steam railway guys (that full size train that runs up and down from Kloof to Inchanga every 

month, they only have a 3 year lease, a stroke of a beaurocrat’s pen could scupper 15 years 

of their work in the blink of an eye), Cape Town slot car clubs, East London and PE 

motorsport circuit, Kyalami even, the live steam guys at Virginia airport, they all hang by a 

thread these days.  

So it’s all very well to say nobody must do anything until a club is formed and premises are 

bought and owned so that nothing can ever happen to them, but the reality is, a Model 

Railroad club in Durban right now would probably have less than 20 members at the 

beginning and they could never afford the costs of separate building ownership and 

maintenance. So what now? 

Fear not, help is at hand. The second new happening that I mentioned was, er,.. um,.. well, 

… happening, at the moment is:-   everyone is joining forces! 

My current salary paying job for the last decade has been a lifestyle and travel journalist 

specializing in mainly Big Boys Toys type of interests. In that time I have acquired 

knowledge of many many many different and wonderful collections of things that have been 

gathered by, as they say in the classics, the crazies.  Not generally know is that there is a 

collection of 800 SA muscle cars (Ford Fairmonts, Fairlanes, Galaxies, Capris, Anglias, 

Mercs, Mustangs, Corvettes etc) all in sheds in the Central Free State. In the Natal midlands 

there is a man with a lifetimes collection of African Fighting sticks, some going back to the 

1800s, On a farm outside Bulwer there is a barn of British sports cars, in Central Durban 

there is a house full of 24 vintage MX bikes, Durban South has a house with about 40, Cape 

Town has a place with 74, and the eastern Cape has a place with over 100. Durban east has 

a man with over 30 XT500s, there is a life’s collection of sailing ship sextants in Durban 

West, numerous Dinky and Corgi toy sets everywhere, giant slot car layouts lying in attics 

and garages, watch collections, 1960’s and 70’s Grand Prix motor cycle collections, 

unending “Almost complete” railroad layouts, guys with computer collections from Eniacs to 

Sinclair ZX Spectrums (my brother still has and plays on a Sinclair ZX Spectrum from time to 

time, and he has a Z-gauge train layout on his canal boat now), Western Cape has a man 

with a collection of old working flying military aircraft (not models, the real things). Then of 

course there is the fun stuff, the guys with 4 000 caps or T-shirts gathered from events 

around the world, The LP collections with Rega Planar or Linn Sondeck turntables in perfect 

stored condition, the sticker collection I saw once that covered the entire wall and floors of a 

3 bedroomed flat in Umhlanga. The guys with the scrapbook collections going all the way 

back to the days of Jody Scheckter as an up and coming Gordini and Formula Ford driver. 

The guy in Boksberg with one of every single Bimota motorcycle ever made. Do you guys 

know about the 400 motorcycle collection (in a shed) out at Hartesbespoort Dam? And of 

course everyone knows about Sandstone Estates, but apart from their trains, have you seen 

the cars and the traction engines they have there? And the fully restored working everyday 

usable WWII Sherman tank. It’s all out there you know. 

The stuff that people have spent their lives out there collecting is endless, and 20 years of 

writing about it have left me with a vast and expansive knowledge of it all. And train layouts 

and Scalextric sets are part of it all. And the one thing that 95% of the people that I have 

spoken to over the last 2 decades can’t answer is, “What is going to happen to all this when 

you are gone?”  
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If I were to tell you the amount of shrugs of the shoulders, the drop of tone in the voices, and 

the flash of sadness that immediately tears their eyes when they say “I don’t know” 

whenever I have asked that question, people would weep.    

But the answer is happening. There is a gathering of people who are realising that all this 

wide and various stuff has to be guaranteed a future, and moves are afoot to create the 

organization that will do whatever is necessary, the fund raising, the management, and the 

collection and maintenance of, all these wonderful life’s works that are worth looking after. It 

is in its formative stages at this point in time, but the need has been recognized, the will is 

there, and the rumblings are turning into action.  

So nobody throw your stuff away, nobody sell your stuff to A) make space because there is 

no more room for it, b) you don’t use it anymore c) you have lost interest, D) you don’t have 

anywhere else for it to go, e) you don’t know what to do with after you are gone.  

The all-encompassing museum, the massive club area for all types of hobbies, the 

permanent structure to accommodate everything for all time, …. Is coming! Keep all your 

stuff, especially layouts, there will soon be a place for them, and the Hunter Street and Carls 

Pieters and Everitts Analogue and Craig Hepburn’s scenarios will never happen ever again. 

Everything will be preserved for all time.  

The place that will honour and cherish and look after your life’s work for future generations 

…is coming. 

And just as a sample of one of collections that we will be saving, have a look at this: (must 

have sound) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-aXJwCRSDA&feature=youtu.be 

One of the things that saddens me about the hobby is the wealth of talent that is ‘out 
there’ and rarely if ever gets tapped. Changes in people’s circumstances, retirement, 
retrenchment, can result in fewer resources – financial and space to devote to the 
hobby. That is why I am so keen on the modular approach to layout building. 
Modules can be as simple or complicated, as basic or detailed as the builder desires 
and there must be space in everyone’s abode for a module (under the bed for 
storage?)  

The following is courtesy of Mike Richardson 

GAUTENG FREE-MO GROUP (GFG) 

 
In July 2011 the Gauteng FREE-MO Group was formed in response to a note by John 
Mitchell in Merv Mark’s “The Express, and to date has eleven members constructing 
approximately 50 modules between them.   
 
FREE-MO is essentially a single-track free-form modular system based on real railroad 
operating principles, with the stress on “operating”. It was originally developed in Germany 
but has now spread world-wide, particularly in the USA and Canada. It is the American 
operating concepts that GFG is aiming at emulate.  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-aXJwCRSDA&feature=youtu.be
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The only real restraint with FREE-MO construction is that each module or group of modules 
must have compatible end-plates, otherwise the modeler is free to model any form or shape 
he desires within the railroad’s overall operating concept. GFG are adhering broadly to this 
concept and model HO-scale American prototypes for the period 1950 to 1970.  We are 
using Peco code 83 rail and Digitrax DCC and have strict geometric parameters. The big 
advantage of building modules is that they can be constructed on the work bench, turned 
over to install wiring, and allow one to develop an extensive railroad when one does not 
have adequate space at home. 
 

  
 
GFG has been meeting once per month since August 2011 to discuss and agree concepts 
and standards, to view member’s work, and give assistance to one another where necessary 
from the group’s vast experience. Currently we have members from Roodepoort, Randburg, 
Bryanston and Alberton. We have had two set-ups to date and will be setting-up again in the 
Fairland Laerskool from 21 March to 7 April 2013 where we will initiate an operating system 
using car-cards and waybills. Visitors are most welcome but please contact Nick at 
nickt@nedbank.co.za or on 011-476-4841 after 6pm for an invitation. 
 
GFG currently have a web-site under development at gfgsa.wordpress.com. 
 
GFG’s membership criteria are that prospective members must have an interest (even if it is 
latent) in North American railroads and commit to building at least one (preferably curved) 
module.  A joining fee of R300 is required (to contribute towards the group’s DCC purchases 
and maintenance) and an annual fee of R120. 
 
GFG would like to increase their membership and accordingly invite interested North 
American HO or Hon3 model railroaders to contact any of the modelers below for more 
information. 
 
John Mitchell                   Mike Richardson         Herman Steyn               Erich Dokoupil 
john@quaintsoft.co.za    wrich@mweb.co.za     herman@rula.co.za       gbdok@iafrica.com 
Mobile     0722101094     082 468 8140             082 317 5498                  
Land line 0117602588     011 791 3702              011 795 1040 ext 113     011 706 2151 
 
To view more on the FREE-MO concept we refer you to the following Internet sites:-   

 http://www.free-mo.org 

 http://www.fremo-net.eu/index.php?id=49&L=6 then to Modular systems then HO 
Scale then HO USA 

 
Finally on the subject of hidden/underutilized talent, on the next page are some photographs 
of stunning On3 models built by John van Vledder who is resident in Johannesburg. John 
was a contributor to the South African Railway Modelling Scene a magazine published in the 
late eighties and hopefully there will be more from him at a later date. 
Until the next time – adieu. 

mailto:nickt@nedbank.co.za
mailto:john@quaintsoft.co.za
mailto:wrich@mweb.co.za
mailto:herman@rula.co.za
http://www.free-mo.org/
http://www.fremo-net.eu/index.php?id=49&L=6
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